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  This project consisted of three implementation items: 1) repeated dose 28-day oral administration study and 
organ and tissue sample preparation, 2) acquisition and analysis of gene expression data, and 3) editing, deposit-
ing and disclosing of gene expression data. Three research themes, namely, 1) establishment of a protocol related 
to animal experiments for analysis of gene expression changes and sample preparation, 2) acquisition of gene 
expression data from samples and extraction of datasets that can be assumed to be useful for risk assessment of 

  Risk assessment of the many chemical substances 
investigated to date has been based on knowledge 
acquired and accumulated from simple and expedient 
tests using bacteria and long-term toxicity tests using 
experimental animals such as rats. Biological findings 
obtained with classical methods have presented prob-
lems in terms of the limitation of the kinds of knowledge 
they afford and the susceptibility of a toxicity evaluation 
from animal experiments to the influence of the techni-
cal competence of the researcher (overall toxicity 
evaluation based on the various findings obtained) and 
also in terms of the cost and efficiency aspects associ-
ated with long-term toxicity studies.

   In order to contribute to a more efficient implementation of chemical risk assessment, the aim of this project therefore 
focused on an evaluation approach that permits numerical quantification, from viewpoints not available with classical 
methods, of vast and diverse biological phenomena by combining toxicogenomics with classical toxicity studies. We 
tried to exploit a novel field in the assessment and evaluation of the toxic characteristics of chemical substances by 
attempting to fuse new toxicogenomics findings with previously accumulated findings based on the results of a 
repeated dose  28-day oral administration study using classical methods and correlating gene expression data.

   This project was carried out by Medicrome, Inc. under entrustment from the New Energy and Industrial Technology 
Development Organization (NEDO) from December 2007 to February 2011. The project was jointly implemented with 
Fukushima Medical University and the National Institute of Genetics.
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Toxicogenomics findings

NEDO
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(1) Repeated dose 28-day oral administration study and organ 
      and tissue sample preparation
(2) Acquisition and analysis of gene expression data
(3) Editing, depositing and disclosing of gene expression data
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Joint implementation

General Outline of Project
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Repeated dose 28-day 
oral toxicity study
Toxicity database

Accumulation of
findings

Existing chemical substances

Repeated dose 28-day oral toxicity study

Multiple organs and tissues sampled

RNA of tissue sample Rat common reference RNA

Gathering information 
from existing chemical 

substance toxicity 
database
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Brain

Blood

Thymus
gland

Lung

Heart
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Prostate
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Urinary
bladder
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Jejunum

Ileum

Cecum

Colon
Bone
marrow

Skin

Accumulation of gene expression profiles

Luminescent labeling

Simultaneous analysis of multiple specimens

Synthetic DNA microarray

chemicals, and 3) public disclosure of all raw data obtained in the project and of edited data, were implemented 
through the cooperation of the participating organizations.
  Forty types of chemical substances were first selected from the Japan Existing Chemical Data Base (National 
Institute of Health Sciences), which discloses detailed information and results for repeated dose 28-day oral toxicity 
studies. Following this, we conducted repeated dose 28-day oral administration to rats by adhering to the experimen-
tal method disclosed in the database. And, after the administration for 28-day, multiple tissues of the animals were 
extracted and analyzed gene expression profiles.
  While toxicity studies have conventionally been implemented independently on a basis involving various different 
fields such as biochemistry, pathology and morphology, this project can be characterized as having made it possible 
to analyze all organs and all chemical substances by using gene expression as the indicator.
  The all raw gene expression profile data obtained during the project was deposited in the Center for Information 
Biology gene EXpression (CIBEX) database of the National Institute of Genetics and become freely available. 
   Edited from this vast body of data were only those items of information that can be used by and are useful to general 
researchers and government agencies as well as members of the private sector and deposited in the Integrated 
Gene Expression Information Database constructed by Medicrome, Inc. Following project completion, data will be 
updated when appropriate.

Toxicological findings

RNA of tissue sample

Repeated dose 28-day oral 
toxicity experiment
Use of an originally developed 
synthetic DNA microarray 
system
Acquisition and analysis of 
gene expression profiles 
of multiple organs and 
tissues
Extraction of gene 
expression datasets 
correlating with past findings
Depositing and disclosure of 
all data 
Opened to the public as widely 
usable database
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   The goal of this project was to investigate sampling of as many as possible types of organs and tissues from one 
body and to shorten the sampling time so as to minimize the effects of circadian rhythm. The existence of genes 
(known as circadian genes) whose expression level changes regardless of exposure to chemical substances is 
well known, and circadian rhythm prevents error in the interpretation of results due to alteration of gene expression. 
As the test design envisioned the taking of six animals  per day, the total sampling time was controlled to approxi-
mately three hours by allowing for circadian rhythm. Based on the results of trial and error, a protocol was estab-
lished in which a maximum of 26 types of main organs and tissues were sampled within 30 minutes for each 
sample. The sampling method used was one in which two persons were each responsible for the dissection of any 
one sample. This method is advantageous in that it is very fast and contamination due to misidentification of 
animals could not occur. 
   The actual sequence began with the taking of a blood sample and treating the blood so as to serve as a sample 
(one portion being used for biochemical blood examination). The first dissector took the digestive tract including 
pancreas and transferred it to the second dissector. Next, the first dissector took samples of the organs for which 
he or she was responsible and removed the femur and transferred it to the second dissector for timely completion 
of the sampling of organs from the digestive tract. The second dissector then removed the bone marrow from the 
femur and the first dissector sampled the remaining organs for which he or she was responsible. The sampled 
organs were immediately deep-frozen in liquid nitrogen for cryogenic storage at -80°C. The pancreas, however, 
was not kept in cryogenic storage as RNA of this organ is readily degraded and the total RNA can be extracted 
immediately after deep-freezing in liquid nitrogen.

Development of a Material Sampling Protocol for 
Comprehensive Analysis of Gene Expression Changes
D
C

Pancreas
Fore stomach
Glandular stomach
Duodenum
Jejunum
Ileum
Colon

* Deep-frozen after weighing
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Second dissectorFirst dissector

Bone marrow

Anesthesia, 
blood collection 
(taking of blood sample)

Sampling and 
deep-freezing of 
organs

Biochemical examination of blood

RNA extraction

Cleanup – 
preparation for 
next sample

Organs immediately
deep-frozen in liquid nitrogen

after sampling

Stored in deep-freezer (-80°C)

Minutes

  Spleen*
Digestive tract, including pancreas
  Liver*
  Kidney*
  Adrenal gland
  Testis*
  Epididymis
  Prostate gland
  (Urinary bladder)
  Subcutaneous adipose tissue
  Rectus muscle of thigh
  Soleus muscle
  Thymus gland*
  Heart*
  Lung*
  Brown adipose tissue
  Spinal cord
Femur
  Brain (Cerebrum, Cerebellum)*
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   The gene expression analysis technique used for obtaining gene expression profiles in this project was the 
microarray system developed under the expression profiles theme (Theme leader: Shinya Watanabe) in the Func-
tional Analysis of Protein and Research Application project, a past NEDO project (from FY2000 to FY2005).
   In this system, polyA+ RNA of the organ/tissue sample is subjected in the presence of cyanine 5-dUTP (red 
luminescent), and rat common reference RNA is subjected in the presence of cyanine 3-UTP (green luminescent), 
to a reverse transcription reaction for luminescent labeling. The labeling substance originating from the sample 
and the labeling substance originating from the rat common reference are mixed for hybridization using a microar-
ray in which a probe consisting of 80 bases corresponding to approximately 11,000 types of transcription product 
is placed. The luminescence intensity of two wavelengths, red and green, from the microarray is measured with a 
scanner and the readings are converted to a data format. The expression level of each gene is displayed as a 
logarithm with 2 as the base (logarithmic expression ratio) of the correlation ratio of the red luminescence intensity 
of the sample to the green luminescence intensity of the rat common reference RNA. The correlation of all logarith-
mic expression ratios of a sample constitutes the gene expression profile of the sample.
   Because the microarray utilizes common references, its use is not limited solely to the profiles obtained in this 
project. It is possible to do side-by-side comparisons of profiles from previous projects as well as all profiles that 
will be obtained in the future. Consequently, it can be assumed that new interpretations will be attached to the data 
obtained in future projects.

Microarray System Used in the ProjectM

A set of synthetic polynucleotides (80-mers) representing about 11,000 transcripts  on a glass slide (patent granted)
    Selection of high specific probe sequences
    High yield rate of microarray preparation

Green luminescent stain 
labeled cDNA

Mixing

Red luminescent stain 
labeled cDNA

Special processing of the surface of microarray (patent granted)
    Prevention of deterioration of the chemical characteristics on the 
    surface of glass slides after printing synthetic polynucleotide
    High stability of the hybridization

Luminescent labeling with first-chain cDNA synthesis using 
random priming method
    Probe range design can be made at will over the entire length of mRNA
    Specificity of probe is enhanced
    Application to splicing variant analysis is possible

Hybridization under an optimized condition with a specific 
device (patent application filed) 
    Attainment of homogeneous hybridization within a microarray 
    area on a glass slide

No amplification of template mRNA
    High reproducible results across independent microarrays attained by 
    minimizing the involvement of enzymatic reactions

Use of two-color system (mixing two types of sample labeled with red and 
green luminescent stains on one microarray for competitive hybridization)
    Minimizing influence differences of the amount of DNA within independent 
    spots on a glass slides

An Originally Developed Synthetic DNA Microarray System
Developed and established in NEDO’s Functional Analysis of Protein and Research Application project (FY2000 to FY2005)

Use of common reference RNA
    Virtual comparison of multiple samples in parallel is possible

Original experimental protocol based on thousands of experiments
    High reproducible results across independent microarrays

Common reference Sample
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   During the period of December 2007 to February 2011, we conducted repeated dose 28-day oral administration experi-
ments using a total of 40 different types of chemical substances. In FY2010, we conducted repeated dose short-interval (1, 
4, 7, 14-day) oral administration experiments with one type of chemical for which an experiment had already been 
completed in an attempt to supplement data. For these experiments, a  total of 3,611 samples were used, and total RNA was 
extracted from all of them and stored in the form of ethanol precipitate.
   Next, hybridization of the microarray using 1,028 samples rigorously selected from among the total RNA obtained and stored 
was performed by labeling following polyA+ RNA refining to obtain and analyze the gene expression profile. Based on the 
results thus obtained, 20 patent applications related to bio-response gene expression datasets considered useful for evaluat-
ing the harmfulness of chemical substances and to genes considered to be candidates as toxicity markers were filed.

   The All Gene Expression Profiles figure above shows all gene expression profiles obtained from the 1,028 samples that 
were taken in the edited form of a matrix. The figure has been prepared based on the results of cluster analysis of gene 
expression profile (in row direction). Red is used in the figure to indicate that the expression level is high, and blue that it 
is low, compared to the common reference. A comparison of the gene expression profiles arranged side by side demon-
strates that regardless of whether or not a chemical substance has been administered, there are some genes showing 
expression with a sensitivity specific to each organ. This indicates that in terms of the effect of the chemical substance 
administered on the changes of the gene expression level, the differences are far smaller than those associated with the 
different organs and tissues. Moreover, in terms of the level of gene expression associated with the sum total of the 
individual differences among the animal species and the experimental errors for all stages up to the gene expression 
analysis, it can be seen that these variances are far smaller than those associated with different organs and tissues.

Data Obtained in the ProjectD

* As of August 17, 2011

Total of 26 Organs and 1,028 Profiles (Number of total RNA samples: 3,611)
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samples

Du Je IlLu SATGs EpAdHe MsKiSp BATTh BMRmt BlLi Te PrCbllCbu Fs
CoPa Sc

1028

11505

Control
1 day after administration
3 days after administration
7 days after administration
14 days after administration
28 days after administration

Repeated dose 14-day oral 
administration toxicity experimentRepeated dose 28-day oral administration toxicity experiment

Control
2bo
mxa
3cp
2ae
thf

mca
suf
2ip
hmh
4em

mta
bac
mns
nat
mmb

dcb
34x
nma
tdn
2de

pcp
mcs
23d
dhc
dhp

tbe
dba
pep
tbp
tmp

24b
35x
nda
13d
nhd

bcp
tmb
dha
14d
ams

Results Obtained

Number of chemical substances

Number of animals used for 

experiments

Number of organ samples

Number of RNA samples obtained

Number of profiles obtained

Number of gene expression data points

40 types

238 (No. 1: 18 animals; Nos. 2 to 8: 28 animals 

each; entire time course:24 animals)

No. 1: 26 organs; Nos. 2 to 4: 25 organs each 

(No. 2, 26 organs: C2, mca, 4em);  Nos. 5 to 8: 24 

organs each; entire time course: 4 organs

3,611

1,028

11,827,140      

78 sets (Liver: 49, kidney:24, spleen: 2, 

subcutaneous adipose tissue: 2, cerebellum: 1)

97 (1,025 profiles)

20

Bio-response gene expression 

datasets

Gene expression profile 

disclosures (CIBEX)

Patent application

* It should be noted that three samples were taken as a reference 
   for pathological loci not related to the chemical substance administered 
   and that it was not deemed necessary to register them.

Gene
number

All Gene Expression Profiles (1,028 samples)Outline of Obtained Data
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Example 1: 3,4 Xylidine
  The spleen (Sp) exhibits greater changes in gene 
expression level than other organs, and of the other 
organs, the liver (Li) has also been found to show 
considerable changes. Yet, the genes susceptible to 
expression changes are much different in these two 
organs. 3,4 Xylidine has been reported in the litera-
ture to have the spleen and the liver as its primary 
target organs. Elevation of splenic blood flow and 
hematopoiesis as well as pigment deposition have 
been observed in the spleen, hepatic cell tumors, 
single cell necrosis, extramedullar hematopoiesis, 
and pigment deposition on Kupffer cells in the liver.

Example 2: Diheptyl phthalate 
   Changes in gene expression level are the greatest 
in the liver (Li), and they are also found in the kidney 
(Ki) at an incidence of 1 subject out of 3, in the testis 
(Te) at 1 subject out of 1 and in the epididymis (Ep) in 
1 subject out of 3. Diheptyl phthalate has been 
reported to have an influence on stem cells causing, 
for example, an increase in liver weight, lobule-center 
hepatic cell hypertrophy, and pimelosis and to also 
have an influence on the testis and epididymus caus-
ing, for example, a loss of sperm-forming cells, 
diminution of sperm in the seminal duct, and the 
appearance of desquamative sperm-forming cells. It 
is assumed that there is a correlation between these 
conditions and gene expression change. It should be 
noted that since a change in gene expression does 
not occur in all subjects, it is logical to conclude that 
there are individual differences.
   Gene expression changes did, however, occur at an 
incidence of 3 subjects out of 3 in subcutaneous 
adipose tissue (SAT) for which toxicity findings have 
not at all been reported in the literature. While these 
changes cannot necessarily be connected with toxic-
ity, the very fact that some changes do occur 
suggests that it does appear so when using gene 
expression analysis.

   Several organs displayed common indicators of gene expression level to make it possible to clearly recognize 
visually which organs have what degree of impact following exposure to chemical substances.
   The organs that exhibited changes using classical toxicity testing methods were for the most part also recog-
nized to exhibit changes in gene expression level with the present method. However, there have been some cases 
in which organ changes not detected with classical toxicity tests were actually found to undergo changes in gene 
expression level. In view of this, the present method has been shown to have the role of complementing the toxicity 
test results of the past and to offer the possibility of being able to also detect those influences that have been 
difficult to detect with classical methods.

Development of a Method for Detecting Target Organs of Chemical 
Substance Toxicity Through Comprehensive Gene Expression Analysis
D
S

62

Du IlLu SATEpAdKiSpTh BlLi PrCbllCbu BM

1009

38

DuLu SATEpKiSp Li Te Pr

631

All organs 
can be compared

Organs that have given rise 
to gene expression changes 
can be recognized visually

Number of 
samples

Gene
number

Number of 
samples

Gene
number
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   In the past, the general practice has been to carry out toxicity tests for each and every chemical substance sepa-
rately. With the use of gene expression analysis, however, it is possible to discover analogies among various 
chemicals in terms of their bio-response and similarities in in vivo reactions that are characteristic to them.

Development of Bio-response Gene Expression Datasets 
for Harmfulness Evaluation of Chemical Substances
D
f

Search of bio-response gene expression 
datasets in case of diversity in the 
pattern of gene expression change
   From the liver and kidney, which had shown diversity 
in their reaction to chemicals, the genes exhibiting 
significant expression change were extracted and 
subjected to cluster analysis. They were divided into 
clusters by their sample or gene orientation, respec-
tively, in order to search for bio-response gene expres-
sion datasets permitting discrimination of chemical 
substances which had been used in various combina-
tions. It was possible to identify 49 datasets for the liver 
and 24 for the kidney.

Bio-response gene expression datasets 
common to multiple chemical substances 
- Toxicity marker candidate
   Many of the chemical substances used in this project 
are chemicals having an influence on the spleen. They 
exhibited a strong similarity in the influence they exert 
and it was also found that there was no diversity in the 
pattern of gene expression change. It is therefore 
possible that the bio-response genes we have identified 
may be used as toxicity markers for detecting chemical 
substances having a similar toxicity on the spleen.
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4em
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dba
pep
tbp
tmp
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Possibility of use as toxicity marker
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Cluster analysis

Number of 
samples

Gene
number

Number of 
samples

Gene
number

Control

Number of 
samples

Gene
number

Control

Number of 
samples

Gene
number

Number of 
samples

Number of 
samples

Gene
number

Gene
number

From the clusters obtained through 
cluster analysis, bio-response gene 
expression datasets were extracted.

From these substances, 
genes with expression 

changes common to four or 
more chemical substances 

were extracted.

There is a significant difference (P value < 0.01) in 
gene expression level and the difference between 

the mean value of each of the groups and the mean 
value of the control group was double or more.

… etc.   Liver: 49 sets 
Kidney: 24 sets
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   The results obtained through cluster analysis using bio-response gene expression datasets were compared with 
the Japan Existing Chemical Data Base. The results of this comparison are presented below. 
   For almost all chemical substances for which there had been reports of toxicity findings from previously conducted 
toxicity studies, it was possible to discriminate them from the control group with the bio-response gene expression 
datasets. 
   Furthermore, for chemical substances for which there had been no findings from previously conducted toxicity 
studies, it was possible to discriminate 7 out of 19 and 3 out of 15 types of chemical substances for the kidney and 
the liver, respectively, from the control group with the use of the bio-response gene expression datasets. This 
suggests the possibility that the in vivo changes which had been overlooked in classical toxicity tests can be 
detected with gene expression analysis.
   There is a possibility that virtually all of the findings obtained in classical toxicity tests can be detected with gene 
expression analysis. There is a further possibility that changes not detectable (or overlooked) in classical toxicity tests 
can also be detected by gene expression analysis. Gene expression analysis holds out promise of becoming a 
technique capable of supplementing classical methods of toxicity testing.
   The bio-response gene sets identified in this project are those for the spleen, kidney and liver and in addition two 
for subcutaneous adipose tissue and one for the cerebellum. These bio-response gene expression datasets are seen 
as having potential for use as toxicity markers and for contributing to research into the mechanism of toxicity.

Validation of Correlation Between Bio-response 
Gene Expression Datasets and Classical Toxicity Tests
V
G

Bio-response Gene Expression Datasets Correlating with Classical Toxicity Test Results Realized

Chemical substances 
whose toxicity findings 
are reported in datasets

21 out of 40 
substances

Substances for which 
bio-response gene 

expression datasets 
making discrimination 
from control groups 

possible are in existence
20 out of 21 
substances

Substances for which 
bio-response gene 

expression datasets 
making discrimination 
from control groups 

possible are in existence
24 out of 25 
substances

Chemical substances 
whose toxicity findings 

are reported in 
datasets

9 out of 30 
substances

Chemical substances 
whose toxicity findings 

are reported in 
datasets

25 out of 40 
substances

Substances for which 
bio-response gene 

expression datasets 
making discrimination 
from control groups 

possible are in 
existence

8 out of 9
substances

Discrimination possible

20(95%)

7

Discrimination not possible

1

12

21

19

Kidney: 40 substances Bio-response gene set

Toxicity findings

Reported chemical substances 

Non-reported chemical substances

Discrimination possible

8(89%)

0

Discrimination not possible

1

21

  9

21

Spleen: 30 substances Bio-response gene set

Toxicity findings

Reported chemical substances 

Non-reported chemical substances

Discrimination possible

24(96%)

3

Discrimination not possible

1

12

25

15

Liver: 40 substances Bio-response gene set

Toxicity findings

Reported chemical substances 

Non-reported chemical substances

2bo mxa 3cp 2ae thf mca suf 2ip hmh 4em mta bac mns nat mmb dcb 34x nma tdn 2de pcp mcs 23d dhc dhp tbe dba pep tbp tmp 24b 35x nda 13d nhd bcp tmb dha 14d ams

肝細胞肥大（腫大、腫脹） ：　毒性あり

髄外造血、色素沈着 ：　毒性なし

肝細胞の脂肪化 減少性 減少性 ：　所見なし

小葉中心性単細胞壊死

胆管増殖

小肉芽腫 ：　毒性所見あり

データベース 主なターゲットが肝臓である化学物質 ：　所見なし

総コレステロール T-CHO

尿素窒素 BUN

総ビリルビン T-Bil ：　毒性あり

GOT（AST） GOT ：　所見なし

GPT（ALT） GPT ：　未測定

ALP ALP

中性脂肪 TG

グルコース Glu

無機リン IP

リン脂質 PL

LDH LDH

総蛋白 TP

アルブミン Alb

ーglob

A/G比 A/G

総蛋白 TP

総コレステロール T-CHO

尿素窒素 BUN

総ビリルビン T-Bil

GOT GOT

：　変化なし

GPT GPT

：　変化あり

：　未測定

ALP ALP

中性脂肪 TG ↓
グルコース Glu

無機リン IP

クレアチニン CRE

カリウム K

クロール Cl

遺伝子セット 2bo mxa 3cp 2ae thf mca suf 2ip hmh 4em mta bac mns nat mmb dcb 34x nma tdn 2de pcp mcs 23d dhc dhp tbe dba pep tbp tmp 24b 35x nda 13d nhd bcp tmb dha 14d ams 合計

Li-1 4 2/3 7

Li-2 37 2/3 2/3 17

Li-3 10 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 17

Li-4 4 2/3 2/3 8

Li-5 50 2/3 7

Li-6 5 2/3 2/3 2/3 13

Li-7 42 2/3 2/3 2/3 10

Li-8 212 2/3 11

Li-9 74 2/3 2/3 2/3 19

Li-10 29 1/2 2/3 2/3 13

:対照から最も遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/3)

Li-11 9 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 19

:対照から最も遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/2)

Li-12 19 2/3 2/3 17

:対照から2番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/3)

Li-13 8 2/3 2/3 6

:対照から2番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/2)

Li-14 7 2/3 2/3 10

:対照から3番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/3)

Li-15 3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 18

:対照から3番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/2)

Li-16 147 7

:対照から4番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/3)

Li-17 58 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 17

:対照から4番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/2)

Li-18 3 2/3 2/3 4

:対照から5番目以降に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/3)

Li-19 9 2/3 2/3 2/3 22

:対照から5番目以降に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/2)

Li-20 29 2/3 2/3 2/3 22

Li-21 3 2/3 2

Li-22 69 2/3 7

Li-23 21 2/3 17

Li-24 144 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 19

Li-25 572 2/3 15

Li-26 216 2/3 15

Li-27 103 2/3 2/3 23

Li-28 41 21

Li-29 24 22

Li-30 15 2/3 17

Li-31 11 2/3 18

Li-32 8 2/3 2/3 19

Li-33 6 2/2 2/3 2/3 21

Li-34 4 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 16

Li-35 75 2/3 2/3 9

Li-36 99 2/3 13

Li-37 76 6

Li-38 95 13

Li-39 30 2/3 8

Li-40 34 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 12

Li-41 40 2/3 2/3 2/3 18

Li-42 20 2/3 2/3 2/3 17

Li-43 22 2/3 6

Li-44 15 2/3 2/3 17

Li-45 28 14

Li-46 29 2/3 4

Li-47 10 1

Li-48 6 2/3 2/3 6

Li-49 7 1

合計 9 2 39 0 0 1 28 8 32 2 0 0 0 0 21 42 43 14 18 1 30 0 14 4 43 33 0 21 21 25 22 30 0 32 0 32 31 0 39 0

病理データ
ベース

遺伝子

血液生化学的
検査（データ
ベース）

血液生化学的
検査

遺伝子セット
（肝臓）

γ-GTP γ-GTP

γ-GTP γ-GTP

2bo mxa 3cp 2ae thf mca suf 2ip hmh 4em mta bac mns nat mmb dcb 34x nma tdn 2de pcp mcs 23d dhc dhp tbe dba pep tbp tmp

うっ血

A：　Hematopoiesis, extramedullary

髄外造血（造血亢進） 減少性

B：　Deposit, hemosiderin

ヘモジデリン沈着

C：　Hematopoiesis, increased

細胞浸潤、炎症

データベース 主なターゲットが脾臓である化学物質

：　毒性あり

2bo mxa 3cp 2ae thf mca suf 2ip hmh 4em mta bac mns nat mmb dcb 34x nma tdn 2de pcp mcs 23d dhc dhp tbe dba pep tbp tmp 合計

：　毒性なし

Sp-1 59 2/3 2/3 7

：　所見なし

Sp-2 46 2/3 2/3 4

合計 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

：　毒性所見あり

：　所見なし

＊1/3は削除
:対照から最も遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/3)

:対照から最も遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/2)

:対照から2番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/3)

:対照から2番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/2)

病理データ
ベース

遺伝子セット

遺伝子

2bo mxa 3cp 2ae thf mca suf 2ip hmh 4em mta bac mns nat mmb dcb 34x nma tdn 2de pcp mcs 23d dhc dhp tbe dba pep tbp tmp 24b 35x nda 13d nhd bcp tmb dha 14d ams

A：　Hyline droplets dsposition in tubular epithelium mainly proximal tubules

尿細管腫脹（腫大、拡張）

B：　Eosinophilic bodies dsposition in tubular epithelium mainly proximal tubules

尿細管への色素、鉱質等沈着

C：　Focal tubular basophilic dhange

硝子滴変性

D：　Eosinophilic body

尿細管上皮変性、抗酸化、好塩基化

E：　Dilatation, tubules

尿細管、集合管上皮の再生像

F：　Cellular infiltration, lymphocyte（部位なし）

尿細管上皮変性、抗酸化、好塩基化

G：　Mineralization, cortico-medullary junction（皮髄境界部）

壊死および空胞化

H：　Basophilic change

データベース 主なターゲットが腎臓である化学物質

I　：　Necrosis

総コレステロール T-CHO

J：　Dilatation tubule

尿素窒素 BUN

K：　Dilatation/renal tubule

クレアチニン Cre

L：　Basophilic change of tubular epithelium

M：　Dilation of tubules, mainly distal tubules

カリウム K

N：　Hyaline droplet, tubular epithelium, proximal

クロール Cl

O：　Mineralization, papilla

無機リン IP

P：　Regeneration of the renal tubule

ナトリウム Na

Q：　Hypertrophy, tubule, proximal（近位尿細管肥大）

カルシウム Ca

R：　Diposit, hemosiderin, tubular epithelium（近位尿細管上皮ヘモジデリン沈着）

総コレステロール T-CHO

S：　Cast

尿素窒素 BUN

クレアチニン CRE

：　毒性あり

γ-GTP γ-GTP

：　毒性なし

カリウム K

：　所見なし

クロール Cl

無機リン IP

：　毒性所見あり

総ビリルビン TB

：　所見なし

GOT GOT

GPT GPT

：　毒性あり

ALP ALP

：　所見なし

中性脂肪 ＴＧ ↓

：　未測定

グルコース GLU ↓

2bo mxa 3cp 2ae thf mca suf 2ip hmh 4em mta bac mns nat mmb dcb 34x nma tdn 2de pcp mcs 23d dhc dhp tbe dba pep tbp tmp 24b 35x nda 13d nhd bcp tmb dha 14d ams 合計

Ki-1 228 2/3 2/3 2/3 5

Ki-2 48 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 7

Ki-3 14 2/3 5

Ki-4 4 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 5

Ki-5 10 2/3 2/3 5

Ki-6 6 2/3 3

Ki-7 15 1

Ki-8 10 2/3 2

Ki-9 3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 8

Ki-10 17 2/3 2/3 6

Ki-11 12 2/3 2/3 2/3 10

Ki-12 18 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 9

Ki-13 13 2/3 2/3 4

：　変化なし

Ki-14 8 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 8

：　変化あり

Ki-15 13 2/3 6

：　未測定

Ki-16 15 2/3 2/3 2/3 8

Ki-17 3 2/3 3

Ki-18 9 2/3 2/3 3

Ki-19 10 2/3 2/3 6

Ki-20 63 2/3 2

Ki-21 50 2/3 2

Ki-22 4 3

Ki-23 271 2/3 6

Ki-24 74 2/3 2/3 2/3 4

合計 3 0 5 1 3 1 1 3 7 5 0 0 0 0 3 5 7 7 0 1 10 0 4 2 1 5 0 1 0 17 9 6 0 5 0 7 0 0 1 1

:対照から最も遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/3)

:対照から最も遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/2)

:対照から2番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/3)

:対照から2番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/2)

:対照から3番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/3)

:対照から3番目に遠いクラスタに属する（n=3: 3/2)

遺伝子セット

遺伝子

病理データ
ベース

血液生化学的
検査（データ
ベース）

血液生化学的
検査

Results of classical toxicity tests

Results of gene expression analysis
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   All raw gene expression profile data obtained in this project (with the exception of the three pathological loci sampled 
for reference, there are 1,025 profiles) have been ordered so as to conform to an international standard (MIAME Format) 
and deposited and disclosed on the Center for Information Biology gene EXpression (CIBEX) database, which is the 
gene expression database operated by the National Institute of Genetics.
   Moreover, the profile data has also been deposited and disclosed on a new database constructed by Medicrome, Inc., 
the Integrated Gene Expression Information Database (URL: http://www.medicrome.com/db/). This database is the result 
of an editing and processing procedure designed to make the data easier to use by researchers who do not specialize 
in genetics and by general researchers from industry and academia. The principle of its use is that it can be accessed 
freely. Its basic contents are: 1) gene expression profiles of all samples, 2) gene expression analysis results by organ, 3) 
gene expression analysis results by chemical substance, 4) bio-response gene expression datasets, 5) information 
about animals used (experimental conditions, results of biochemical blood examinations, body weight increase, organ 
weight increase, etc.), and 6) information about the chemical substances used (general information such as molecular 
formulas and structures). Furthermore, the database is and will be continuously updated after completion of the project 
and will in the future be linked, inter alia, with the Japan Existing Chemical Data Base of the National Institute of Health 
Sciences, the CIBEX database of the National Institute of Genetics, and the H-Invitational Database (H-Inv DB) of the 
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology. 
   As it is believed that bio-response gene expression datasets are particularly useful for evaluating the harmfulness of 
chemical substances, arrangements are being made to make them available for downloading of raw data as soon as 
completed. For downloading however, a system is being considered that will impose certain access restrictions and 
require users to register. (In principle, access will be free of charge.) While users will be able to use the data freely for such 
purposes as research and development, consideration is being given to a procedure in which feedback will be required 
in the event that, based on the results hereunder, other results (or insights) such as scientific papers, patents, and prod-
ucts have been obtained.

Depositing and Disclosure of Gene Expression 
Information and Method of Database Use
D
I

Information about arrays used and 
all gene expression data are deposited

Gene information available 
at NCBI

All gene expression data will 
be available for downloading

All experiment-related information 
and data will be published

Profiles are compared by chemical 
substance and organ

Gene names and profile information 
will also be published

Enter!

Link to JECDB test data for the 
same chemical substances
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  The results of this project can be used for obtaining information about the harmfulness of new chemical 
substances or drug candidate products (hereinafter referred to as “new chemical substances”) developed by 
chemical manufacturers or pharmaceutical companies, respectively.
   One embodiment of this approach is to use new chemical substances for conducting repeated dose 28-day oral 
administration experiments with the same method used in this project to obtain gene expression profiles. The 
results can be compared with the database data disclosed in the project and then analyzed (Risk Assessment 
Model A).
   In the same manner, it is possible to compare new chemical substances with chemical substances (hereinafter 
referred to as “reference substances”) already owned (or already marketed) by chemical manufacturers or phar-
maceutical companies. Using the same method as that described above, it is possible to obtain useful information 
by comparing gene expression profiles of organs and tissues exposed to new chemical substances and reference 
substances, respectively (Risk Assessment Model B). 
   It is also possible for chemical manufacturers or pharmaceutical companies to make use of the intellectual prop-
erty rights obtained in this project in order to develop harmfulness evaluation methods using their own original 
technology and to apply such methods to the evaluation of the harmfulness of new chemical substances. It is 
conceivably also possible for the participants of this project and other organizations and companies which provide 
research services related to gene expression analysis in their business domain to perform this type of usefulness 
evaluation as one of their business activities.

New 
substance

Reference 
substance A

Reference 
substance B

Reference 
substance C

Desire to compare new substance with 
reference substance

Acquisition of 
gene expression 
profile

Chemical manufacturers, pharmaceutical companies, etc.

Integrated Gene Expression 
Information Database and 
bio-response gene expression 
datasets available for 
public perusal

Rat administration experiment

Evaluation of harmfulness of 
chemical substances using 
bio-response gene expression 
datasets

Comparison with 
Integrated Gene 
Expression Information 
Database

Acquisition of gene 
expression profile

Comparison of samples

Evaluation of harmfulness of chemical 
substances using bio-response gene 
expression datasets

Risk Assessment Model A

Risk Assessment Model B

Desire to compare 
new substance with 
data of existing 
substances of 
known toxicity

Assessment

Chemical manufacturers, pharmaceutical companies, etc.

Methods of Using ResultsM

Assessment

Rat administration 
experiment
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